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Abstract
The effect of divertor closure and nitrogen seeding on the detachment process has been studied
by performing 2D numerical simulations of tokamak à configuration variable (TCV) H-mode
divertor scenarios with the SOLEDGE3X-EIRENE edge plasma transport code. The
simulations reveal that, in the cases with only deuterium gas fuelling, detachment occurs at a
similar level of divertor neutral pressure (≈0.76 Pa), despite the difference in divertor closure
achieved by changing the length of the outer baffle. Nitrogen reduces the target temperature
with little effect on the upstream density and momentum loss but drops the upstream pressure,
leading to a decrease in the target particle flux and divertor neutral pressure. Furthermore, when
the radiation front starts to move up from the outer target, the peak parallel heat flux level at the
outer target remains approximately the same (≈2.3 MWm−2), regardless of whether it is a
deuterium fuelling scan, a nitrogen seeding scan at a fixed fuelling rate, or a change in the length
of the outer baffle. An empirical partial detachment qualifier calibrated on AUG experimental
data was compared with the TCV simulations. The results show good agreement in detachment
state prediction, indicating the potential of this detachment qualifier to be applied in devices of
different sizes, emphasizing the combined influence of input power entering the divertor, neutral
pressure, and the concentration and species of impurity in achieving divertor detachment.

Keywords: plasma physics, H-mode, numerical modelling, divertor closure, nitrogen seeding,
detachment
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1. Introduction

In future tokamaks like ITER and DEMO [1, 2], a high level
of heating power leaves the confined region and enters into
the scrape-off-layer (SOL), ultimately depositing particles and
heat onto a relatively narrow surface of the divertor target. If
unmitigated, this heat flux can exceed the wall material lim-
itation, which for ITER is approximately 10 MWm−2 [1].
Detached divertor plasmas are considered an effective solution
for reducing target heat flux and minimizing target erosion.
The divertor keeps plasma-wall interaction at a distance from
the main plasma and reduces the impact of impurities on the
core region. Radiation from the impurity and hydrogen spe-
cies and plasma recombination can occur at a distance from
the divertor target, spreading most of the heat loading (about
60%–75% in ITER and more than 95% in DEMO [3]) over a
larger surface, thus keeping the peak heat flux at the target at
a manageable level. Such operating regimes are called ‘diver-
tor detachment’. Detachment is characterised by the appear-
ance of large gradients in total plasma pressure (static plus
dynamic) parallel to the magnetic field [4]. It can be achieved
by either raising the core plasma density, injecting impurities,
or lowering the power entering the divertor. However, strongly
detached divertor plasmas can extend into the closed field line
plasma near the X-point and seriously degrade core plasma
confinement [5]. There are scenarios where the radiative cool-
ing is limited to the X-point region, without detriment to core
performance [6]. The desired state for long discharge opera-
tion requires compatibility between divertor detachment and
core performance.

For high power, high confinement operations, impurities
(such as N2, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe) will be necessary to achieve
detachment [7, 8]. Nitrogen is often used to induce detach-
ment in present experiments, as it primarily radiates in the
SOL and divertor region in medium-sized tokamaks such as
tokamak à configuration variable (TCV) [9]. The radiated
power increases significantly and the target heat load is largely
reduced with nitrogen seeding [7]. We note here that, due
to the chemical reactivity of nitrogen, it can react with the
deuterium and tritium, forming ammonia, which is a concern
for ITER due to tritium retention, and therefore poses oper-
ational challenges [10]. Nonetheless, in medium-sized toka-
maks not operating tritium, nitrogen remains an interesting
species to study impurity-driven detachment, thanks to its radi-
ative properties.

Extensive investigations of divertor detachment with and
without nitrogen seeding in Low-confinement mode (L-mode)
[7] andHigh-confinement mode (H-mode) [11] have been per-
formed by the TCV [12]. TCV has great flexibility in plasma
shaping, and the divertor closure can be varied from one exper-
imental campaign to the next by installing baffles of differ-
ent lengths [13]. The impact of divertor closure has been
investigated experimentally and numerically in TCV, indicat-
ing that baffles strongly increase the neutral pressure in the
divertor, and facilitate access to a colder divertor, promoting

detachment at a lower core plasma density threshold [14–18].
This result is consistent with studies of divertor closure in
multiple tokamak devices such as DIII-D [19–25], ASDEX-
Upgrade [26], JET [27–29], EAST [30, 31], JT-60U [32], and
WEST [33].

The present work focuses on the numerical modelling of H-
mode TCV plasmas and studies the impact of divertor closure
and nitrogen seeding on the detachment process. The simula-
tions employed the SOLEDGE3X code in 2D transport mode
[34, 35]. Themulti-species plasma fluidmodel is derived using
the approach by Zhdanov [36]. A separate parallel momentum
balance equation is solved for every single ionization state.
Temperatures are also separated. SOLEDGE3X is coupled
with EIRENE to handle kinetic neutrals. It inherits the spe-
cific characteristics of SOLEDGE2D, which enable simula-
tions of the plasma up to the wall. This is achieved by using
an immersed boundary method to drive Bohm boundary con-
ditions at the interface between the plasma and solid surfaces.
This capability allows the code to handle flexible wall geomet-
ries, such as divertor baffles [37].

This paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we present
the simulation setup of the base case, comparing the sim-
ulation results against experimental data. In section 3, an
upstream separatrix density scan is performed to explore diver-
tor regimes from attached to detached, based on the valid-
ated base case. We evaluate the movement of the peak radi-
ation region qualitatively using the radiation front height. In
section 4, the impact of divertor closure is investigated by com-
paring cases with long and short baffles. In section 5, nitro-
gen seeding is introduced in the simulation and the impact
of nitrogen on the plasma, momentum loss, power radiation,
and detachment is investigated. In section 6, a simplified par-
tial detachment prediction model is presented and compared
with the TCV simulation. The conclusion is presented in
section 7.

2. Reference simulation setup and results

To investigate the properties of H-mode plasmas with repetit-
ive edge localized modes (ELMs), the TCV discharge #70 690,
a typical type-I ELMy H-mode, was selected as the exper-
imental reference. The operational parameters are shown in
table 1. The discharge was performed in a lower-single-null
(LSN)magnetic configuration, and thewall geometry is shown
in figure 1. TheD2 gas fuelling was injected near the outer sep-
aratrix at the outer target, and the N2 seeding was injected in
the private flux region (PFR). The recycling coefficient of deu-
terium on the entire wall is set to 0.99 which yields reasonable
gas puff levels with respect to experiments [15]. The recyc-
ling coefficient of nitrogen is estimated to range from 0.3 to
0.5, based on spectroscopic measurements and previous TCV
L-mode simulations with N2 seeding [38]. The recycling coef-
ficient of carbon lies within the same range to obtain a reas-
onable radiated power in the SOL [16]. Here, the recycling
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Table 1. The operational parameters of TCV discharge #70 690 at
t= 1 s. The total heating power Pexp

in , computed using the ASTRA
code [42], represents the power delivered to the core plasma from
Ohmic heating and Neutral-Beam Injection (NBI). Core radiated
power Pexp

rad,core represents the radiation inside the
Core-Edge-Interface (CEI) (figure 1) at normalized poloidal
magnetic flux coordinate ψN = (ψ−ψ0)/(ψsep −ψ0) = 0.75, with
ψ the poloidal magnetic flux and ψ0 and ψsep the poloidal magnetic
flux at the magnetic axis and at the separatrix, respectively.

Major radius R0 (m) 0.89
Minor radius a (m) 0.25
Plasma current Ip (MA) 0.21
Toroidal field Bt (T) at R0 1.39
Total heating power Pexp

in (kW) 510
Core radiated power Pexp

rad,core (kW) 80
Main impurity Carbon

Figure 1. TCV LSN magnetic configuration (#70690 at t= 1 s),
with wall geometries (long and short outer baffle) in a poloidal
cross-section. The black solid line represents the graphite wall, the
red solid curves represent the first and second separatrices, the blue
circle represents the CEI, the green arrow represents the deuterium
gas puff position (R= 0.88 m), the magenta arrow represents the
nitrogen seeding position (R= 0.65 m). The line averaged neutral
pressure Pneu is measured at the positions near Outer Mid-Plane
(OMP), baffle, divertor, and target. The Pneu,div covers the lower part
of the outer divertor leg, where neutral pressure builds up when
achieving detachment. The Pneu,div is unavailable in the
experimental measurements. The green dashed line corresponds to
the measurement position of the Thomson Scattering (TS) system.
The magenta dashed-dotted line corresponds to the position of the
charge eXchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS) diagnostic.

coefficients of nitrogen and carbon were set to 0.5. All charge
states of nitrogen and carbon are considered in the simulations.
However, we start this section by considering a case without

Figure 2. SOLEDGE mesh grid based on magnetic configuration of
#70690 at t= 1 s in TCV. Domain decomposition is used to handle
complex magnetic configurations such as closed and open field lines
and private flux.

nitrogen seeding, and carbon is therefore the only impurity that
is simulated. The physical (chemical) sputtering is estimated
through the Bohdansky (Roth) model [39] in EIRENE with
the plasma background provided by SOLEDGE. No molecu-
lar chemistry for carbon. The used neutral model in EIRENE
includes charge eXchange (CX) reactions between an ionized
species and its corresponding neutrals, but it does not consider
cross-element CX reactions, molecular activated recombina-
tion (MAR), and elastic collisions with neutrals. When target
temperature Te,t falls from 3 eV to 1 eV, MAR is found to
account for up to half of the reduction of target ion particle
flux on TCV during density ramps [40]. When Te,t falls below
1 eV, the ion-molecule (D+ −D2) elastic collisions are neces-
sary for further heat dissipation and access to strongly recom-
bining conditions in the fuelling scan [41]. The mesh used in
the simulation is shown in figure 2.

TS measurements [43] of upstream electron density and
temperature profiles, and CXRS measurements [44] of the
upstream ion temperature profile are shown in figure 3. The
TS measurements yield an upstream separatrix electron dens-
ity, ne,sep ≈ 1.36× 1019m−3. In the simulations, ne,sep is con-
trolled by feedback adjustments of the D2 gas puff rate to
match the experimental value. We measured Te ≈ 405 eV at
the CEI. Ti, despite the relatively large experimental uncer-
tainties, lies within the same range as Te. Therefore, Te,CEI =
Ti,CEI = 405 eV was set as the simulation temperature bound-
ary condition.

The setup of transport coefficients in the radial direction is
critical in representing the confinement properties of H-mode
edge plasmas. However, calculating the transport coefficients

3
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Figure 3. Radial profiles of (a) electron density, (b) temperature,
and (c) C6+ density at the OMP, comparing the experimental
measurements of ne and Te (raw data measured by TS, represented
by the green plus sign), as well as Ti and nC6+ (measured by CXRS,
raw data fitted with a spline and represented by the purple curve
with error bars showing uncertainties of the fit) with the
SOLEDGE-EIRENE simulation (blue and red curves). The dashed
line represents the position of the separatrix.

fromfirst-principle approaches is not straightforward, and they
are usually obtained from the experimental measurements. For
this simulation work, we used profile feedback control, which
can automatically adjust the transport coefficients at each
radial position to control the radial profiles at the OMP and
match them with the experimental inter-ELMs profiles. This
allows us to extract edge transport coefficients from experi-
mental data. Since we have the experimental upstream ne and
Te profiles (figures 3(a) and (b)), the cross-field mass diffus-
ivity D⊥ and the radial heat flux diffusivity for electrons χ⊥,e

are computed separately. The experimental data from several
machines (figure 7 in [45]) show that the ion-to-electron tem-
perature ratio τ = Ti/Te increases with radius, with τ = 1→
2.5 in the edge plasma (0.64< ψN < 1). To reproduce a τ pro-
file coarsely matched with experiment, the simulation assumes
the radial heat flux diffusivity for ions χ⊥,i = 2χ⊥,e inside the
separatrix, χ⊥,i = χ⊥,e outside the separatrix. The viscosity
is assumed to be constant at ν⊥ = 0.2m2 s−1. The transport
coefficients for impurity ions are set equal to the main ions.
After determining the transport coefficients at the OMP, we
propagate them to the whole simulation domain. To obtain a
better description of the diffusivities in 2D, we introduce the
so-called ballooning transport, which enhances perpendicular
transport in the vicinity of theOMP as observed in experiments
[46, 47], and investigated in some modelling works [48–50].
In our simulations, the ballooning effect is described by res-
caling 2D transport coefficients using equation (1) [51].

D⊥,local = D⊥,omp

(
Bomp

Blocal

)b

, (1)

where D⊥ is the radial transport coefficient and B is the total
magnetic field strength. We use the subscript ‘omp’ to indicate
that it is a variable obtained at the OMP at a given flux surface
ψN, and use the subscript ‘local’ to indicate that it is a vari-
able obtained at the local poloidal position, at that same pol-
oidal flux surface. To calculate the transport coefficients for
the location inside the PFR, D⊥,omp is replaced by D⊥,sep. b
represents the ballooning exponent. However, directly apply-
ing this diffusivity map to simulations results in a peak tar-
get density overestimation by a factor of about 2 compared
with the experimental value in the TCV case. This overes-
timation is not directly caused by the introduction of balloon-
ing transport, but rather due to the competition of particle and
heat transport between parallel and perpendicular parts in the
divertor volume [52]. To address this, we enhanced the dif-
fusivities by a factor of 10 in the divertor region, leading to
the target profiles (density, heat flux) approximately consistent
with experimental data, similarly to what was done in [53, 54].
Another approach that is not discussed in this paper would
be to increase the impurity level, either through the sputter-
ing source or by artificially increasing the radiated power, in
order to achieve a better match between the simulation and
the experimental results regarding the radiated power. This
addresses the radiation shortfall identified in simulations [55].
Based on the enhancement of diffusivities in the divertor, the

4
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Figure 4. Profiles of D⊥ and χ⊥,e as a function of ψN at the OMP,
controlled by the feedback function to match the experimental
density and temperature profile.

ballooning exponent b was scanned from 0 to 3, showing that
different b values can impact the peak temperature and integ-
ral particle flux at the targets. A higher value of b results in a
lower peak temperature at the inner target and a higher peak
temperature at the outer target. Additionally, it leads to a nar-
rower width while maintaining a similar peak particle flux at
both targets. These effects have an impact on the carbon sput-
tering rate. A value b= 1 was found to result in a good match
between the experiment and simulationwith respect to theC6+

density at the OMP, as shown in figure 3(c).
To find the diffusivities that lead to the closest match

between simulated and experimental OMP profiles, we first
take H-mode like non-constant diffusivities at the OMP [56]
to make the initial diffusion map and perform an initial simu-
lation. Then, employing the profile feedback control process,
we finally obtain the diffusivity profiles at the OMP, as shown
in figure 4.

L-mode experiments have demonstrated that drifts mainly
affect the plasma state at the inner target, with detachment
being more easily achieved in the presence of favorable mag-
netic field (the direction of ion ∇B drift points downwards
in the LSN magnetic configuration) compared to the unfavor-
able one (reversed∇B direction) [7, 57]. Although drifts were
not activated in the H-mode simulations due to the challenge
in convergence with low diffusion coefficients, drifts (partic-
ularly E×B drift) would improve the agreement by displa-
cing the density peak at the outer target towards the PFR. The
E×B drift is responsible for notable cross-field transport in
the divertor region, pointing from the outer SOL into the main
plasma (and into the private plasma below the X-point) in the
favorable magnetic field [51].

The simulation focuses on inter-ELMs condition and finds
the total heating power going to the SOL is Psim

in,edge = 210 kW
by setting the Te,CEI = Ti,CEI in the boundary condition and
χ⊥,i/χ⊥,e = 2 in the pedestal. Psim

e,in,edge = 75 kW, Psim
i,in,edge =

135 kW, about 64% of total input power is carried by ions at

Figure 5. The density and temperature profiles at the outer target,
comparing between the experimental measurements (green plus
sign, data from Langmuir Probes (LP) [58, 59]) and the
SOLEDGE-EIRENE simulation (blue and red curves). The dashed
line represents the position of separatrix.

the CEI. In the experiment, more heat in the ion channel is
due to NBI. The input power Psim

in,edge found by the simulation
code is roughly half of the experimental heating power cross-
ing the CEI: Pexp

in,edge = Pexp
in −Pexp

rad,core = 430 kW (table 1).
This indicates that, in the experiment, a significant fraction
of the injected power is expelled from the core during the
ELMs.

The upstream and target profiles, including density, tem-
perature, and carbon concentration demonstrate a good match
between experiment and simulations, as shown in figures 3
and 5.

In the experiment, the neutral pressure was measured using
Baratron gauges which are connected to the two ports on the
wall (near the OMP and at the target, as shown in figure 1)
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Table 2. The neutral pressure from simulation values and experimental measurements.

Position Psim
neu,port (mPa) Psim

neu,gauge (mPa) Pexp
neu,gauge (mPa)

OMP 11.6 0.7 <10
Target 364.0 36.8 34–36

Figure 6. The heat flux on the wall, both perpendicular and parallel, varies as a function of wall distance (integrated counterclockwise along
the wall, departs from the start point in PFR, subfigure on the right). The highest heat fluxes are observed near the outer strike point (a), the
inner baffle tip (c), and the inner strike point (d). The heat flux between 0.5 m and 3.8 m (including the region near the outer baffle tip (b)) is
negligible.

via long tubes to shield the gauges from the magnetic field
[60]. The neutral pressure drops quickly in the conducting tube
between the Baratron gauge and the port due to the conversion
of energetic atomic neutrals to thermal molecules. To relate
the measurements from the gauges to the pressure at the port
location, we use a 0D-model [15, 61], equations (2) and (3).

ngaugemol =
n0atom√

2

√
T0
atom

Twall
+ n0mol

√
T0
mol

Twall
(2)

pgauge = ngaugemol Twall, (3)

where ngaugemol is the molecule density at the gauge. n0atom and
T0atom are the neutral atom density and temperature at the port.
n0mol and T

0
mol are the neutral molecule density and temperature

at the port, respectively. Twall is the temperature of the Baratron
tube.

Table 2 shows the value of the averaged neutral pressure
obtained from simulations at the port Psim

neu,port, value of neut-
ral pressure at the gauge Psim

neu,gauge (obtained after the applica-
tion of the 0D-model, assuming Twall = 300 K in the Baratron
tube), and experimental neutral pressure measurements at the
gauge Pexp

neu,gauge. The P
exp
neu,gauge at the target is in the range of

34–36 mPa (the data at t= 1.07–1.1 s, considering a relatively
slow response time of the entire Baratron system from 70 to
100 ms [60]). The Pexp

neu,gauge near the OMP is below the noise
level and difficult to measure. This is compatible with the very

low pressure (0.7 mPa) that the simulation indicates. Overall,
the agreement between the experiment and simulation is good.

The heat flux on the wall (figure 6) from the simulation
shows that the target heat flux peaks near the inner and outer
strike points and at the inner baffle tip, while it was negligible
at other positions. In addition, the imbalance between inner
and outer targets is noticeable, with the inner target experien-
cing a higher peak parallel heat flux by a factor of 2–3.

3. Upstream separatrix density scan

The initial simulation setups showed good agreement between
the simulations and the measurements. We now investig-
ate the role of the OMP separatrix density on the diver-
tor state. We scan the separatrix density from ne,sep = 1.0×
1019m−3 to 3.0× 1019m−3, while employing a feedback-
controlled deuterium gas puff rate in the simulations. The
input power (Psim

e,in,edge = 75 kW, Psim
i,in,edge = 135 kW), diffu-

sion coefficients, and other setups were kept unchanged.

3.1. Evolution of multiple parameters

Figure 7 shows the evolution of multiple parameters. Here,
Tsep is the upstream separatrix temperature. ⟨nC,total⟩div is
the divertor-averaged total carbon density (sum of all charge
states: C0 → C6+, averaged along the lower part of outer diver-
tor leg, blue line in figure 1). T̂e,t, n̂e,t, Γ̂∥,i,t and q̂∥,t are the

6
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Figure 7. Evolution of several simulated fields as a function of ne,sep in steady-state simulations.

peak electron temperature, density, parallel ion flux, and paral-
lel heat flux at the targets respectively. Psim

rad,edge is the total radi-
ated power in the simulation domain. Psim

in,edge is the total input
power entering the simulation domain. We use the subscript
‘it’ and ‘ot’ to indicate the inner and outer targets, respectively.
As ne,sep increases, we can observe that:

• The amount of deuterium that needs to be supplied through
gas puff increases approximately linearly with the ne,sep.

• The upstream separatrix electron and ion temperatures,
Te,sep and Ti,sep, decrease. The difference in ion and electron
temperatures at the separatrix reduces due to the increased
collisionality.

• The divertor-averaged total carbon density ⟨nC,total⟩div
increases due to a higher level of carbon sputtered from the
graphite wall tiles.

• The peak particle flux rolls over only at the outer target in
the range of ne,sep investigated. With a peak target temper-
ature lower than 2 eV at the outer target, a 90% decrease

7
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Figure 8. Simulated 2D maps of Prad, from (a) to (f) with increasing ne,sep. In order to highlight the radiation front region, the upper limit of
color bar is set as 1 MWm−3, even if the peak value of radiation can be 10 MWm−3, occur at the inner target, in some cases.

in the deposited heat flux, and momentum loss fmom,loss =
1−Ptotal,target/Ptotal,upstream > 0.85, the outer divertor has
reached the detached regime. To investigate the properties
of detachment, the following analyses will mainly focus on
the outer divertor leg. The rollover of particle flux integrated
over the outer target is typically observed (along with peak
particle flux rollover) to identify detachment in TCV experi-
ments, while in the simulations, it does not exhibit a rollover
within the range of ne,sep studied. This may be due to the
absence of the MAR in the simulations, which were shown
in [40] to play a significant role in TCV.

• Higher fraction of the power is radiated with a fixed input
power Psim

in,edge.

3.2. Evolution of radiation front

Energy losses in the plasma before reaching the targets can
occur either due to plasma interaction with neutrals or impur-
ity radiation. Hence, it is crucial to examine the changes in
the total radiated power. As shown in figure 8, with increasing
ne,sep, the total radiated power increases gradually. Initially,
most of the radiation is concentrated near the strike point
regions at the target. As ne,sep further increases, the radiation
tends to increase along the separatrix from the strike-points to
the X-point, and in the region near the inner baffle. However,
beyond a certain threshold (ne,sep ≈ 1.8× 1019m−3), the radi-
ation at the outer strike point starts to decrease, and the peak
radiation regionmoves up along the separatrix, detaching from
the outer target. In the outer divertor area (cyan polygon in
figure 9), the power radiated by carbon remains approximately
constant (16–19 kW), across the density scan with constant

Figure 9. Simulated 2D map of Prad (MWm−3), the same case as
(f) in figure 8. For the outer divertor, the radiation front (marked by
red cross) is defined as the lowermost point of a region (enclosed by
green curve) inside which the Prad of each point is higher than 70%
of maximum radiation in the analyzed spatial domain (marked by
cyan polygon). The height of the radiation front Hrad,front and the
height of X-point HX-point are defined as the vertical distance
between the outer target and the radiation front or X-point,
respectively.

SOL input power, with CIII accounting for the majority of the
radiation (≈41%).

To evaluate the movement of the peak radiation region,
there are two commonly employed options: identifying the
radiation center, which corresponds to the position that shows
the maximum radiation, or the radiation front, which encloses

8
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Figure 10. Evolution of normalized radiation front height and total
plasma pressure averaged along the lower part of outer divertor leg
(blue line in figure 1) as a function of ne,sep, in the simulation.

an area that covers most of the radiation. Since the location
of maximum radiation will shift closer to the X-point shortly
after achieving divertor detachment, identifying the radiation
front becomes amore feasible option. As shown in figure 9, we
define the radiation front (marked by red cross) as the lower-
most point of a region (enclosed by green curve) inside which
thePrad of each point is higher than 70%ofmaximum radiation
in the analyzed spatial domain (marked by cyan polygon). The
radiation front height Hrad,front is used to describe the distance
between the radiation front and the target. It is here defined
as the vertical distance between the front and the outer tar-
get. For comparison between different devices and magnetic
configurations, a normalized radiation front height HN

rad,front is
the preferred choice, which is defined as the ratio between
radiation front height Hrad,front and X-point height HX-point.
In the case of an approximately horizontal divertor leg, the
heights are replaced by the distances from the target along the
leg. Therefore, HN

rad,front = 1 corresponds to the radiation front
reaching the X-point height.

We now evaluate the evolution of the radiation front with
increasing upstream density. Figure 10 shows that the nor-
malized radiation front height increases with ne,sep once its
value exceeds a threshold (ne,sep ≈ 1.80× 1019m−3). This
threshold is lower than the rollover threshold of particle flux
(ne,sep ≈ 1.95× 1019m−3, as shown in figure 7). The upward
movement of the radiation front also correlates with the total
pressure drop along the divertor leg, indicating that the radi-
ation front detachment can serve as an indicator for divertor
detachment.

4. Impact of divertor closure

We now investigate the impact of divertor closure in the TCV
H-mode case by changing the length of the outer baffle, from
the short inner long outer geometry to the short inner short
outer geometry [62], as shown in figure 1. Except for the wall

geometry, the shorter baffle cases keep all parameters identical
to the long baffle case described in section 2.

The simulations predict that the longer baffle case exhibits
a higher divertor neutral pressure, particularly in the middle
part of the outer divertor leg (figure 11), for a given upstream
density. This corresponds to a higher effectiveness in trapping
neutral particles in the divertor, leading to a higher momentum
dissipation level. The difference in neutral pressure distribu-
tion due to the change in baffle length can thus influence the
detachment onset: the long baffle case demonstrates a lower
detachment threshold in ne,sep by up to 16%with respect to the
short baffle case. This is consistent with the studies of diver-
tor closure in TCV [14–18], and in other tokamak devices as
mentioned in the introduction.

High divertor neutral pressure is required for high-
performance operation in ITER [63]. It is interesting to note
that, despite the difference in divertor closure, a consistent
detachment threshold is found in the simulation cases when
considering the divertor neutral pressure (averaged along the
lower part of the outer divertor leg, blue line in figure 1). This
is illustrated in figure 12 where the detachment threshold is
≈0.76 Pa. This finding suggests that the divertor neutral pres-
sure can be used as an ordering parameter for the divertor state
when applying constant SOL input power, independently of
the divertor configuration.

5. Impact of nitrogen seeding

Using the long and short baffle TCV cases with D and C, nitro-
gen seeding is introduced to investigate how it will influence
the divertor state. As shown in table 3, in addition to the previ-
ously studied simulations, three sets of simulations are added:
two with ramped Nitrogen Seeding starting From an Attached
case (NSFA) with long and short baffle, and one with ramped
Nitrogen Seeding starting From a Detached case (NSFD) with
long baffle.When ramped nitrogen seeding is applied, the deu-
terium puff rate remains unchanged. The two NSFA simula-
tions with long and short baffles have a similar upstream dens-
ity (ne,sep ≈ 1.35× 1019m−3) at the start of seeding. The long
baffle NSFD simulation has higher upstream density (ne,sep ≈
2.07× 1019m−3) at the start of seeding. The ramped-up nitro-
gen seeding or deuterium puff rate leads to an increase in nitro-
gen concentration, a decrease in carbon concentration in the
divertor, and a decrease in the peak electron temperature at
the outer target, as shown in figure 13. We define impurity
concentration cZ = ⟨Pneu,z⟩div/⟨Pneu,total⟩div (the ratio of neut-
ral pressure between impurity species and total one, averaged
along the lower part of outer divertor leg, blue line in figure 1).

5.1. Simulations with unchanged divertor closure

This section primarily focuses on the impact of nitrogen seed-
ing on the divertor state. Three sets of long baffle simulations
(one set without nitrogen seeding and two sets with nitrogen
seeding) are compared. Figure 14(a) shows the evolution of
ne,sep as a function of peak electron temperature at the outer

9
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Figure 11. 2D maps of Pneu [Pa] are shown in (a) and (b), which have the same upstream separatrix density (ne,sep = 3.00× 1019m−3) but
different baffle lengths. Plot (c) shows the change in neutral pressure [Pa] between (a) and (b) when the baffle length is increased while
keeping ne,sep constant.

Figure 12. Evolution of peak particle flux at the outer target as a
function of divertor-averaged neutral pressure in TCV with different
divertor closure levels. The ‘DC’ in the legend indicates the species
(deuterium and carbon) present in the simulation.

Table 3. The deuterium and nitrogen puff rate applied in the
simulation cases.

Cases
D2 puff rate[
1021atoms · s−1] N2 seeding rate[

1021atoms · s−1]
Long baffle, DC 0.17→ 1.31 0
Long baffle, DCN, NSFD 0.72 0→ 0.8
Long baffle, DCN, NSFA 0.33 0→ 1.0
Short baffle, DC 0.13→ 0.90 0
Short baffle, DCN, NSFA 0.24 0→ 1.1

target. It is evident that the simulation without nitrogen seed-
ing requires a relatively high ne,sep to achieve a low target tem-
perature. However, the simulation with nitrogen seeding start-
ing from an attached state can achieve a similar target tem-
perature with a lower ne,sep, which remains relatively constant
throughout the scan. This suggests that nitrogen seeding can
cool the target temperature with little effect on the upstream
density.

The divertor neutral pressure is strongly related to the
upstream density in the simulation without nitrogen seed-
ing, figure 14. However, when nitrogen seeding is introduced
starting from the attached case, the divertor neutral pressure
remains constantly lower, following a behavior similar to
that of ne,sep. This observation is consistent with the experi-
mental results [7], indicating that the divertor neutral pressure
is strongly related to the upstream electron density and insens-
itive to nitrogen injection. However, when nitrogen seeding is
introduced starting from a detached case, the divertor neutral
pressure drops rapidly. Cases (ii) and (iii) in figure 14(b) have
similar upstream density (niie,sep ≈ 2.4× 1019m−3 compared to
niiie,sep ≈ 2.2× 1019m−3) but present a significant difference
in divertor neutral pressure (0.85 Pa compared to 0.57 Pa)
due to nitrogen injection. Further studies show that introdu-
cing nitrogen seeding starting from the detached case rapidly
decreases the target particle flux, as shown by the red curve
in figure 15(a). Fewer neutral particles are recycled from the
target, as a result, divertor neutral pressure decreases. Next,
we use the Two-Point Model (2PM) to explain how the target
particle flux is influenced by nitrogen. As the upstream heat
flux q∥,u remains relatively constant throughout the scan in the
simulations, equation (17) in [64] can be simplified to:

Γ2PM
∥,e,t ∝ P2

total,u
(1− fmom,loss)

2

(1− fcooling)
, (4)

where the Ptotal represents the total plasma pressure, the
fmom,loss and fcooling represent the momentum loss fraction and
power loss fraction. The subscripts ‘u’ and ‘t’ in the para-
meters indicate upstream and target, respectively. As shown
in figure 15(b), the nitrogen seeding leads to a drop in the
upstream pressure (Ptotal,u) with little effects on the loss of
momentum from upstream to the target (Ptotal,u −Ptotal,t).
While both the upstream pressure and the loss of momentum
increase with ne,sep by applying a ramped-up deuterium puff
rate. In figure 15(c), the (1− fmom,loss)

2/(1− fcooling) evolves

10
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Figure 13. Evolution of carbon and nitrogen concentration (cCz,div and c
N
z,div, respectively) as a function of peak electron temperature T̂e,t at

the outer target.

Figure 14. (a) Evolution of upstream separatrix density ne,sep as a function of peak electron temperature at the outer target. (b) Evolution of
divertor-averaged neutral pressure (the position of Pneu,div is shown in figure 1) as a function of peak electron temperature at the outer target.
There are four cases selected: (i) represents an attached case without nitrogen seeding and with a peak target temperature Te,t = 9.6 eV. (ii)
→ (iv), represent the detached cases with increasing nitrogen concentration (from 0 to 0.12) and with approximately the same peak target
temperatures Te,t = 1.3 eV.

with approximately the same slope, particularly the red curve
is matched with the blue curve, despite the difference in nitro-
gen seeding. The fmom,loss and fcooling of the red curve are
slightly higher than that of the blue curve for the same peak
electron temperature at the outer target. Therefore, the rapid
decrease in the target particle flux and drops in the divertor
neutral pressure, observed when introducing nitrogen seed-
ing starting from a detached case, are due to the collapse of
upstream pressure caused by the nitrogen seeding. This seed-
ing effectively limits the increase of ne,sep, while simultan-
eously reducing the upstream temperature at the same rate as
the case without nitrogen seeding. As a result, the upstream
pressure drops.

The 2D maps in figure 16 show the distribution of elec-
tron temperature, total plasma pressure, and neutral pressure
for each of the cases highlighted in figure 14(b). Case (ii)
achieves detachment by increasing gas fuelling, consequently
elevating the divertor neutral pressure compared to case (i).
However, as nitrogen concentration increases in cases (iii) and
(iv), the required divertor neutral pressure gradually decreases.
This phenomenon can be explained by considering the power
balance, since nitrogen is significantly more effective at cool-
ing the divertor compared to deuterium neutrals. For example,
when comparing cases (ii) and (iv), assuming the influence of
carbon is negligible, the efficiency of nitrogen compared to
deuterium, denoted as f Nz [65], results in the overall influence

11
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Figure 15. (a) Evolution of peak parallel electron particle flux as a function of peak electron temperature at the outer target. (b) Evolution of
total plasma pressure at the upstream and outer target. (c) Evolution of (1− fmom,loss)

2/(1− fcooling), where fmom,loss and fcooling represent
momentum loss fraction and power loss fraction, respectively.

of neutral particles (nitrogen and deuterium) in case (iv) being
approximately equal to the influence of only deuterium in case
(ii) in the divertor, in terms of achieving the same peak tar-
get temperature T̂e,t = 1.3 eV, as expressed by the following
equation:

f Nz · ⟨Pneu,N⟩(iv)div + ⟨Pneu,D⟩(iv)div = ⟨Pneu,D⟩(ii)div , (5)

where ⟨Pneu,N⟩(iv)div represents the divertor nitrogen neutral pres-

sure of case (iv), ⟨Pneu,D⟩(iv)div and ⟨Pneu,D⟩(ii)div represent the
divertor deuterium neutral pressure of case (iv) and case (ii),
respectively. Therefore, we obtain f Nz ≈ 16.4, close to the f Nz =
18 used in the partial detachment model in [65], which will
later be compared with the simulations in section 6.

Figure 17 shows the evolution of radiated power from dif-
ferent species in simulations with and without nitrogen seed-
ing. As the deuterium or nitrogen gas puff rate increases,
the peak target temperature T̂e,t decreases in both simula-
tions (from 10 eV to 1.5 eV). The radiated power from car-
bon remains approximately constant (≈48 kW) in the ne,sep

ramp-up simulation (figure 17(a)) and is reduced (from 44 kW
to 28 kW) in the nitrogen ramp-up simulation (figure 17(b))
as a function of decreasing target temperature. The limited
role of carbon in achieving detachment is evident since there
is little change in power dissipation by carbon with reduced
temperature.

In the simulation without nitrogen seeding (only D and C),
despite more than 50% of power being radiated by carbon
(figure 17(a)), the increased power dissipation with increasing
upstream density is mainly due to deuterium emission, driven
by the neutral pressure level in the divertor.

When nitrogen is seeded starting from the attached case
(as shown in figure 17(b)), it eventually replaces carbon and
deuterium as the dominant radiation source, accounting for
more than 65% of radiated power for T̂e,t < 2 eV, with a nitro-
gen concentration lower than 0.12 in the divertor, figure 13.
This is consistent with previous simulation observations [38,
53]. The radiated power from deuterium remains constant
with decreasing T̂e,t due to constantly lower divertor neutral
pressure.

12
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Figure 16. 2D maps of variables for selected cases (i)–(iv) marked in figure 14(b): electron temperature Te in the first row, total plasma
pressure Ptotal in the second row, and neutral pressure Pneu in the third row.

Figure 17. (a) Evolution of radiation from different species as a function of peak electron temperature at the outer target in DC simulation.
(b) Evolution of radiation from different species in DCN simulation with nitrogen seeding starting from attached.

Nitrogen plays an important role in radiative power dissipa-
tion, and it is found localized in the region of low temperature
close to the target [53]. Reaching detachment with nitrogen
seeding and pure deuterium puff leads to different radiation
profiles along the divertor outer leg for the same target heat
flux. In particular, with nitrogen seeding, the emission front
appears closer to the target, as shown in figure 18.

5.2. Simulations with changed divertor closure

In section 4, we discussed that the change in baffle length
can influence the neutral pressure distribution (mainly deu-
terium) so that the long baffle simulation has a lower detach-
ment threshold in terms of upstream density ne,sep. In this
section, we study if the effect of nitrogen is influenced by
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Figure 18. 2D plots of Prad for two long baffle cases with similar q̂∥,ot about 1.12 MWm−2.

divertor closure. When discussing the impact of nitrogen seed-
ing on detachment, it is more practical to consider the point
at which the radiation front starts moving upwards from the
target (HN

rad,front ⩾ 0.05) as a sign of divertor detachment, par-
ticularly for identifying the threshold of detachment. This
is because the ramped nitrogen seeding rate leads to a dir-
ect decrease in the target ion flux, similar to the target elec-
tron flux in figure 15(a), making it difficult to identify the
rollover threshold. Experimental nitrogen seeding discharges
also show a significant decrease in particle flux with respect to
the discharge without nitrogen [7, 8, 66].

In figure 19(a), we observe that for the ramped nitrogen
seeding simulations starting from attached, the radiation front
detachment threshold in ne,sep is almost unchanged between
the two baffle lengths (≈1.4× 1019m−3), thus the influence
of neutral pressure is equivalent in both simulations. However,
the radiation front detachment threshold in nitrogen concentra-
tion is lower by 50% in the long baffle simulation compared
with the short baffle simulation. The effects of carbon are neg-
lected due to low carbon concentration (cC,div ≈ 0.018 com-
pared to cN,div ≈ 0.05–0.1 when the plasma detaches, carbon
is also approximately half as effective as nitrogen in power
radiation, discussed in section 6). This observation confirms
that increased divertor closure can also facilitate the detach-
ment process with nitrogen seeding as reduced nitrogen con-
centration is required.

TCV simulations with or without nitrogen seeding show
different results in T̂e,t threshold for radiation front detachment
as shown in figure 19(b). Two simulations without nitrogen
seeding detach at T̂e,t ≈ 2.5 eV, while two simulations with
nitrogen seeding (starting from attached) detach at T̂e,t ≈ 5 eV.
When a sufficient amount of nitrogen is present, it is possible
to radiate enough power to achieve radiation front detachment
even at higher divertor temperatures (between 5 and 10 eV).
In contrast, if nitrogen seeding is not used, a lower divertor
temperature (2.5–5 eV) is required to achieve a similar level
of power dissipation. Despite the difference in target temper-
ature threshold influenced by nitrogen, we observe approxim-
ately the same heat flux threshold≈ 2.3 MWm−2 for the radi-
ation front to begin moving upward from the target, as shown
in figure 19(c). Furthermore, the lower radiation front in the
nitrogen seeding case (figure 18) can also be verified through
figure 19(c), where one can observe that the radiation front

height in the high nitrogen concentration simulation is gener-
ally lower than the one with lower nitrogen concentration or
without nitrogen for a given target heat load in deeply detached
divertor.

6. Comparison with partial detachment model

To predict the relation between input power, divertor neutral
pressure, and impurity concentration under partially detached
conditions (detachment of the first few power widths in the
SOL) in arbitrarily sized machines, a simplified model based
on an empirical formula has been proposed [65]. This model
was calibrated on AUG experimental data and is currently
assumed to only be relevant for divertors of similar geometry.
The model is shown in equation (6).

qdet =
Psep

R

[
p0 (1+ fzcz) ·

(
λint
0.005

)
·
(

R
1.65

)rz]−1

× 1.3 Pa m MW−1, (6)

where qdet = 1 corresponds to the partial detachment state. We
now explain the terms in equation (6) and try to apply this
model to the TCV simulation data.

• Psep represents the input power across the separatrix.
• R= 0.88 m, the major radius.
• p0 the average total neutral pressure under the baffle
(Pneu,baffle in figure 1).

• fz the relative efficiency of impurity to achieve detachment
compared to deuterium. For nitrogen f Nz = 18 [65], f Cz is
estimated to be 10 since higher concentration (by a factor
1.83) is required to obtain the same upstream power for
given target parameters, when replacing N by C [67]. The
influence of f Cz value is quite small since the carbon concen-
tration is low (less than 5%).

• fzcz in this article is calculated as fzcz = f Cz c
C
z + f Nz c

N
z .

• λint = λq + 1.64S, represents the integral power decay
length [68] inside which the divertor power spreading factor
S is about λq/2 based on the experimental data in [69].
Checking in the simulation, the ratio λq/S increases with
increasing upstream density from 1 at low densities to
approximately 2 in detached states. λq is evaluated based
on the target heat flux profile remapped at the OMP.
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Figure 19. (a) Evolution of normalized radiation front height as a function of ne,sep, (b) as a function of peak electron temperature at the
outer target, and (c) as a function of peak parallel heat flux at the outer target.
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Figure 20. Evolution of normalized radiation front height as a function of qdet.

• rz = 0.1 is a weak exponent assuming that the distance
where the λ step occurs scales with the major radius.

The evolution of the normalized radiation front height as a
function of qdet is shown in figure 20. The green and yellow
symbols correspond to the long and short baffle simulations
with nitrogen seeding starting from the attached, indicating the
onset of detachment when qdet ≈ 1. The model correctly pre-
dicts the partial detachment when the simulation has a high
level of divertor radiation due to nitrogen, while it predicts
a different value at which the detachment starts in the sim-
ulations without seeded impurities. The red symbols corres-
pond to the simulation with nitrogen seeding cannot be used
to verify the agreements between the qualifier and simula-
tion as it starts directly from the detached case with qdet ⩽ 1.
The two simulations with nitrogen seeding starting from the
attached state have significantly higher total impurity concen-
tration values than other simulations when the plasma detaches
(figure 13), indicating that high enough cNz in the divertor can
effectively radiate most of the power that enters the divertor,
despite a reduction in divertor closure.

7. Conclusion

SOLEDGE3X-EIRENE has been used to simulate TCV H-
mode plasmas, with input parameters carefully selected to
reproduce experimental conditions. To gain a better under-
standing of the confinement properties of H-mode edge plas-
mas, profile feedback control has been developed as an inter-
pretive tool to extract edge transport coefficients from experi-
mental data.

With fixed input power, divertor detachment is achieved
either by increasing the separatrix density or by seeding impur-
ities (nitrogen) in the divertor. Increasing ne,sep increases both
the upstream pressure and momentum dissipation, represen-

ted as increased divertor neutral pressure. Nitrogen seeding
reduces the target temperaturewith little effect on the upstream
density and momentum loss but drops the upstream pressure,
leading to a decrease in the target particle flux and divertor
neutral pressure.

Divertor closure mainly affects the neutral pressure distri-
bution in the divertor. As the divertor closure is increased for
the same upstream density, we find that higher divertor neut-
ral pressure leads to a higher power dissipation level, which
facilitates detachment. In the constant input power simulations
without nitrogen seeding, we observe a robust neutral pres-
sure threshold for detachment, despite the difference in diver-
tor closure, emphasizing the strong relationship between neut-
ral pressure and divertor state.

Introducing nitrogen seeding (with concentration ≈0.12 in
the divertor) can replace deuterium and carbon as the primary
radiation source (65% of power). Sufficient power can be dis-
sipated to achieve radiation front detachment at a higher target
temperature threshold since nitrogen is a more effective radi-
ator in the higher temperature range of 5–10 eV. When main-
taining the same heat load is required in a detached divertor
with constant SOL input power, the case with higher nitrogen
concentration allows for a lower radiation front height because
nitrogen radiation is mainly localized near the target.

A simple detachment qualifier, which evaluates the col-
lective impact of input power entering the divertor, neutral
pressure, and the concentration and species of impurity in
achieving divertor detachment, has previously been validated
for the ASDEX Upgrade geometry and plasma conditions,
predicts partial detachment for TCV simulations with high
impurity concentration, as expected, when qdet ≈ 1. Most of
the power that enters the divertor can be effectively radi-
ated by nitrogen with a high enough concentration, despite a
reduction in divertor closure. Furthermore, this confirms the
potential of the model to be applied in devices of different
sizes.
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